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CLASSIFICATION OF LEAVITT PATH ALGEBRAS WITH TWO
VERTICES
MU¨GE KANUNI, DOLORES MARTI´N BARQUERO, CA´NDIDO MARTI´N GONZA´LEZ,
AND MERCEDES SILES MOLINA
Abstract. We classify row-finite Leavitt path algebras associated to graphs with no more
than two vertices. For the discussion we use the following invariants: decomposability, the
K0 group, detpN
1
E
q (included in the Franks invariants), the type, as well as the socle, the
ideal generated by the vertices in cycles with no exits and the ideal generated by vertices in
extreme cycles. The starting point is a simple linear algebraic result that determines when a
Leavitt path algebra is IBN.
An interesting result that we have found is that the ideal generated by extreme cycles is
invariant under any isomorphism (for Leavitt path algebras whose associated graph is finite).
We also give a more specific proof of the fact that the shift move produces an isomorphism
when applied to any row-finite graph, independently of the field we are considering.
1. Introduction and preliminary results
In 1960’s Leavitt algebras arose from the work of Leavitt on his search for non-IBN algebras
[16]. The name Leavitt path algebras was associated to this structure, in particular, because
the Leavitt path algebra on a graph with one vertex and n-loops, where n ą 1, is exactly the
Leavitt algebra of type p1, nq. However, there are a lot of Leavitt path algebras having IBN.
For the definition of the type of a ring see, for example, [3, Definition 1.1.1].
The classification problem of Leavitt path algebras (up to isomorphisms) has been present
in the literature since the pioneering works [1] and [2]. The study of the classification of Leavitt
path algebras associated to small graphs was started in [6], where the authors considered
graphs with at most 3 vertices satisfying Condition (Sing), i.e, there is at most one edge
between two vertices. This work can be also of interest, not only for people studying Leavitt
path algebras, but also for a broader audience; concretely, for those working on graph C˚-
algebras (as these are the analytic cousins of Leavitt path algebras). Moreover, one can view
Leavitt path algebras as precisely those algebras constructed to produce specified K-theoretic
data in a universal way, data arising naturally from directed graphs (sic [3]), which could make
these algebras and results a source of inspiration.
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Throughout this paper we mean algebra isomorphism whenever we mention isomorphism.
When referring to a ring isomorphism we will specify. In general, when there is a ring
isomorphism between two algebras, these are not necessarily isomorphic as algebras. However,
we will prove in Proposition 1.2 that when the center of the Leavitt path algebra is the ground
field, then any ring isomorphism gives rise to an algebra isomorphism.
The goal of this article is the classification of Leavitt path algebras with at most two
vertices and finitely many edges. This study will be initiated by fixing our attention in the
IBN property, concretely, our starting point is [15, Theorem 3.4], which gives the necessary
and sufficient condition that determines when a Leavitt path algebra has the IBN property in
terms of a simple linear span of vertices. The outlay of the paper is as follows. Section 1 gives
the necessary preliminaries. Moreover, we give a detailed proof of the fact that shift move
produces isomorphisms for row-finite graphs (see Theorem 1.1). We also prove in Proposition
1.2 that a ring isomorphism between two Leavitt path algebras whose center is the ground
field produces an algebra isomorphism between them. In Section 2 we compute the type of
Leavitt path algebras not having the IBN property via the criteria given in [15] and we give
a first classification in Figure 3. Section 3 contains the computation of the K0-groups, which
is stated in Figure 4. The main section of the paper, Section 4, follows the procedure of the
decision tree given in Figure 1 and discusses some algebraic invariants which are listed in
Figures 5, 6 and 7. The core resut, Theorem 4.6, classifies Leavitt path algebras not having
the IBN-property. As a result of our research we prove in Theorem 4.1 that for a finite graph
the ideal generated by the vertices in extreme cycles is invariant under ring isomorphisms.
Finally, in Section 5 we classify the Leavitt path algebras having the IBN property and
conclude the sequel by addressing an open problem on the isomorphism of Leavitt path
algebras over a particular pair of non-isomorphic graphs. In Theorem 5.1 we classify Leavitt
path algebras having the IBN-property; the invariants we use are listed in Figures 8 and 9.
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Figure 1. Decision tree
Throughout the paper, E “ pE0, E1, s, rq will denote a directed graph with set of vertices
E0, set of edges E1, source function s, and range function r. In particular, the source vertex
of an edge e is denoted by speq, and the range vertex by rpeq. We call E finite, if both E0
and E1 are finite sets and row-finite if s´1pvq is a finite set for all v P E0. A sink is a vertex
v for which s´1pvq “ te P E1 | speq “ vu is empty. For each e P E1, we call e˚ a ghost edge.
We let rpe˚q denote speq, and we let spe˚q denote rpeq. A path µ of length |µ| “ n ą 0 is a
finite sequence of edges µ “ e1e2 . . . en with rpeiq “ spei`1q for all i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1. In this
case µ˚ “ e˚n . . . e
˚
2
e˚
1
is the corresponding ghost path. A vertex is considered a path of length
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0. The set of all vertices on the path µ is denoted by µ0. The set of all paths of a graph E
is denoted by PathpEq.
A path µ “ e1 . . . en in E is closed if rpenq “ spe1q, in which case µ is said to be based at
the vertex spe1q. A closed path µ is called simple provided that it does not pass through its
base more than once, i.e., speiq ‰ spe1q for all i “ 2, . . . , n. The closed path µ is called a cycle
if it does not pass through any of its vertices twice, that is, if speiq ‰ spejq for every i ‰ j.
An exit for a path µ “ e1 . . . en is an edge e such that speq “ speiq for some i and e ‰ ei.
We say the graph E satisfies Condition (L) if every cycle in E has an exit. We denote by PEc
(Pc if there is no confusion about the graph) the set of vertices of a graph E lying in cycles
without exits.
A cycle c in a graph E is called an extreme cycle if c has exits and for every path λ starting
at a vertex in c, there exists µ P PathpEq, such that 0 ‰ λµ and rpλµq P c0. A line point
is a vertex v whose tree T pvq does not contain any bifurcations or cycles. We will denote
by PEl the set of all line points, by P
E
ec the set of vertices which belong to extreme cycles,
while PElec :“ P
E
l \ P
E
c \ P
E
ec . We will eliminate the superscript E in these sets if there is
no ambiguity about the graph. We refer the reader to the book [3] for other definitions and
results on Leavitt path algebras.
If there is a path from a vertex u to a vertex v, we write u ě v. A subset H of E0 is called
hereditary if, whenever v P H and w P E0 satisfy v ě w, then w P H . A set X is saturated if,
for any vertex v which is not a sink, rps´1pvqq Ď X implies v P X . The set of all hereditary
saturated subsets of E0 is denoted by HE , which is also a partially ordered set by inclusion.
Let K be a field, and let E be a row-finite graph. The Leavitt path K-algebra LKpEq of
E with coefficients in K is the K-algebra generated by the set tv | v P E0u, together with
te, e˚ | e P E1u, which satisfy the following relations:
(V) vw “ δv,wv for all v, w P E
0,
(E1) speqe “ erpeq “ e for all e P E1,
(E2) rpeqe˚ “ e˚speq “ e˚ for all e P E1, and
(CK1) e˚e1 “ δe,e1rpeq for all e, e
1 P E1.
(CK2) v “
ř
tePE1|speq“vu ee
˚ for every v P E0 which is not a sink.
It was studied in [15] the necessary and sufficient conditions for a separated Cohn-Leavitt
path algebra to have the Invariant Basis Number (IBN) property. In particular, when a
Leavitt path algebra has IBN. We refer the reader to [3] for the definitions of separated
graph, separated Cohn-Leavitt path algebra, etc.
The monoid of isomorphism classes of finitely-generated projective modules over a ring A
is denoted by VpAq. Recall also that UpAq is the cyclic submonoid of VpAq generated by
the isomorphism class of A. The Grothendieck group of VpAq is the K0-group of A denoted
K0pAq, and by [15, Proposition 2.5], there is a monomorphism from the Grothendieck group
of UpAq into K0pAq.
By [8, Theorem 3.5] the abelian monoidME associated with a row-finite graph E is isomor-
phic to VpLKpEqq. Concretely, when E is finite, the isomorphism class of LKpEq is mapped
to r
ř
vPE0 vs PME . Denote it by r1sE.
Note that a Leavitt path algebra LKpEq which does not have IBN, necessarily has type
p1, mq for some natural number m ą 1. The reason is the following: If pn,mq were the type of
LKpEq for 1 ă m ď n, then nrRs “ mrRs and, by the separativity of the monoid VpLKpEqq
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(see [8, Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 6.3]), pn´1qrRs “ pm´1qrRs, a contradiction to the type
of the Leavitt path algebra.
For any finite graph E, we denote by AE the incidence matrix of E. Formally, if E
0 “ tvi |
1 ď i ď nu, then AE “ pai,jq is the nˆn matrix for which ai,j is the number of edges e having
speq “ vi and rpeq “ vj. In particular, if vi P E
0 is a sink, then ai,j “ 0 for all 1 ď j ď n, i.e.,
the ith row of AE consists of all zeros. Following [7] we write NE and 1 for the matrices in
ZpE
0ˆE0zSinkpEqq obtained from AtE and from the identity matrix after removing the columns
corresponding to sinks. Then there is a long exact sequence (n P Z)
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ KnpKq
pE0zSinkpEqq 1´NEÝÑ KnpKq
pE0q ÝÑ KnpLKpEqq ÝÑ Kn´1pKq
pE0zSinkpEqq.
In particularK0pLKpEqq – cokerp1´NE : Z
pE0zSinkpEqq Ñ ZpE
0qq. The effective computation
of the K0 group of a given LKpEq is explained in [1, Section 3].
Note that the K0pLKpEqq can be computed by obtaining the Smith normal form of the
matrix N 1E :“ AE ´ 1
1, where 11 denotes the matrix built from the identity matrix changing
the columns corresponding to sinks by columns of zeros. The element r1sE, seen inside
K0pLKpEqq, will be called the order unit.
We will use intensively the Smith normal form of a matrix with entries in Z. Denote by
MnpZq the ring of n ˆ n matrices with integer coefficients. Following [17], for any matrix
A P MnpZq there are invertible matrices P,Q in MnpZq such that PAQ is a diagonal matrix
PAQ “ diagpd1, . . . , dnq P MnpZq, where di|di`1 and the diagonal entries are unique up to
their signs. The diagonal matrix PAQ is called the Smith normal form of A.
For the definition of the shift move we refer the reader to [1, Definition 2.1]. It was shown
in [1, Theorem 2.3] that every shift of a graph E produces an epimorphism between the
corresponding Leavitt path algebras over a field K, which is an isomorphism provided the
graph E satisfies Condition (L) or the field K is infinite. This result can be extended to
arbitrary fields, and the condition can be eliminated, as the second, third and fourth author
mentioned in [6] (see page 583) and proved in a condensed way. Here we include a more
detailed proof.
Theorem 1.1. Let K be an arbitrary field and let E be a row-finite graph. Assume that F
is a graph obtained from E by shift moves. Then LKpEq and LKpF q are isomorphic.
Proof. Let ϕ : LKpEq Ñ LKpF q be the K-algebra epimorphism defined in [1, Theorem 2.3].
Take K, the algebraic closure of K, and consider the K-algebra homomorphism ϕ b 1K :
LKpEq b K Ñ LKpF q b K, where 1K is the identity from K into K. Since ϕ and 1K are
epimorphisms, then by [18, Theorem 7.7] the map ϕb1K is an epimorphism. The same result
states that the kernel of ϕb 1K is generated by LKpEq bKerp1Kq YKerpϕq bK; in fact, by
Kerpϕq bK, since Kerp1Kq “ 0.
By [3, Corollary 1.5.14] we have that LKpEq and LKpF q are isomorphic to LKpEq b K
and to LKpF q bK, respectively, via isomorphisms that we will denote by α and β, respec-
tively. Therefore, there exists a unique K-algebra homomorphism ϕ that makes the following
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diagram commute.
LKpEq bK
α

ϕb1
K // LKpF q bK
β

LKpEq ϕ
// LKpF q
Note that ϕ is just the K-algebra homomorphism given in [1, Theorem 2.3]. Since K
is an infinite field, this result states that ϕ is an isomorphism. By the commutativity of
the diagram, the map ϕ b 1K is an isomorphism, therefore Kerpϕq b K “ 0. This implies
Kerpϕq “ 0, as required. 
We finish this section by including two results on isomorphisms which will be used in the
sequel.
Proposition 1.2. Let E be a graph such that the center of LKpEq is isomorphic to K (which
implies that E is a finite graph), and let F be another graph. Then there is a ring isomorphism
LKpEq Ñ LKpF q if and only if there is an algebra isomorphism LKpEq Ñ LKpF q.
Proof. Assume that f : LKpEq Ñ LKpF q is a ring isomorphism. We can restrict the map f
to f |ZpLKpEqq : ZpLKpEqq Ñ ZpLKpF qq, where Zp¨q denotes the center of the algebra, to get
an automorphism σ : K Ñ K such that fpk1q “ σpkq1 for any k P K. We can say that f is
σ-linear in the sense that fpkxq “ σpkqfpxq for any k P K and x P LKpEq.
Now, by [3, Corollary 1.5.12], we may fix a basis twiuiPΛ of LKpF q whose structure constants
are 0, 1,´1. Assume wiwj “
ř
l c
l
ijwl where c
l
ij P t0,˘1u. Define ψ : LKpF q Ñ LKpF q by
ψp
ř
i kiwiq :“
ř
i σ
´1pkiqwi, where ki P K. This map is a σ
´1-linear bijective map and
ψpwiwjq “ ψp
ř
l c
l
ijwlq “
ř
l c
l
ijwl “ wiwj “ ψpwiqψpwjq. From this, we deduce that ψpxyq “
ψpxqψpyq for any x, y P LKpF q. Thus the composition ψf is a K-linear isomorphism from
LKpEq to LKpF q. 
Remark 1.3. Although we have stated Proposition 1.2 for Leavitt path algebras, because
we are in this setting, the result is more general: it is true for arbitrary K-algebras having
center isomorphic to K and a basis with structure constants in the prime field of K.
Proposition 1.4. Let m and n be natural numbers. Then, M8pLKp1, mqq is isomorphic to
M8pLKp1, nqq if and only if m “ n.
Proof. Assume that there is an isomorphism ϕ : M8pLKp1, mqq Ñ M8pLKp1, nqq. Let e P
M8pLKp1, mqq be the matrix having 1 in place 1,1 and zero everywhere else and let e
1 :“
ϕpeq. Then LKp1, mq – eM8pLKp1, mqqe – e
1M8pLKp1, nqqe
1, which is Morita equivalent
to LKp1, nq. This implies that LKp1, mq is Morita equivalent to LKp1, nq and, consequently,
their K0 groups are isomorphic. Since the first one is isomorphic to Zm´1 and the second one
is isomorphic to Zn´1, necessarily m “ n. 
2. Computation of the type of Leavitt path algebras not having IBN
In this section we will determine all Leavitt path algebras not having the IBN property
and compute their types in terms of the number of edges of the associated graphs.
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We start by quoting [15, Theorem 3.4], which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for
the algebra to have the IBN property in the more general setting of separated Cohn-Leavitt
path algebras.
Theorem 2.1. For a given triple pE,Π,Λq, with E finite, let L denote the separated Cohn-
Leavitt path algebra CLKpE,Π,Λq over the triple. Then L is IBN if and only if
ř
vPE0 v is
not in the Q-span of the relations tsX ´
ř
ePX rpequXPΛ in QE
0.
If the Leavitt path algebra has type p1, mq, for some natural m ą 1, then
(1) r1s “ mr1s,
where m is the minimum natural number satisfying this property.
Before we move on to the two-vertex graphs, for completeness of the argument, we state
the easy case of one-vertex graphs. The Leavitt path algebras associated to one-vertex graphs
are isomorphic either to the ground field K or to the Laurent polynomial algebra Krx, x´1s,
which have the IBN property, or to the Leavitt algebras Lp1, nq, with n ą 1, which do not
have the IBN property and are of type p1, nq.
Graph LKpEq IBN Type
‚u K YES -
‚u p1qhh
Krx, x´1s YES -
‚u pnqhh
n ě 2 Lp1, nq NO p1, nq
Figure 2. All possible one-vertex Leavitt path algebras
Let us consider a finite graph E with two vertices and assume l1, l2, t1, t2 P N “ t0, 1, 2, . . . u
are the number of arrows appearing in the graph, that is,
‚upl1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt
Now, consider the set NˆN and identify u with p1, 0q and v with p0, 1q. According to the
number of sinks in E, we have several different relations in the monoid ME . If all the vertices
are sinks, the graph consists of two isolated vertices and its Leavitt path algebra is K ˆK
which has clearly the IBN property. So we only consider the two cases below.
2.1. One sink case. Without loss of generality, let u be the sink so that the graph looks
like:
‚u ‚v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt
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Since there is only one vertex which is not a sink, we have:
(2) v “ t2u` l2v.
Then ME is identified with
Nˆ N
M
xp0, 1q “ pt2, l2qy
and we get the equivalence relation generated by the pair
(3) pt2, l2 ´ 1q.
A consequence of Theorem 2.1 is that the algebra LKpEq has not the IBN property and is
of type p1, mq, m ą 1, if and only if pm ´ 1, m´ 1q is in the integer span of the pair in (3).
In other words, if and only if there is a nonzero natural number k such that
(4)
#
m´ 1 “ k pl2 ´ 1q
m´ 1 “ k t2.
We will split the discussion of the solution of this system into two cases:
Case 1. If t2 “ 0 or l2 “ 1 then the system is inconsistent (it has no solution) and LKpEq has
IBN. More precisely: when t2 “ 0, then LKpEq is isomorphic to K ˆKrx, x
´1s when
l2 “ 1 or to K ˆ Lp1, l2q when l2 ‰ 1 and in every case it is an IBN algebra.
Case 2. If t2 ‰ 0 and l2 ‰ 1 then:
(a) If t2 ‰ l2 ´ 1, then the system is again inconsistent and LKpEq is IBN.
(b) If t2 “ l2 ´ 1, then m ´ 1 “ k t2 and the minimum solution is m “ 1 ` t2 “ l2,
so LKpEq has not IBN and type p1, l2q.
Summarizing the results of the one sink case, we get the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let K be a field and E be a graph with two vertices having exactly one sink.
Then LKpEq has not IBN if and only if E is of the form
‚u ‚v pnqhh
pn´1q
tt
where n ě 2. Furthermore, LKpEq has not IBN and has type p1, nq.
2.2. No sink case. If both u and v are not sinks, then we have the following relations
(5)
u “ l1u` t1v,
v “ t2u` l2v.
Then ME can be identified with
Nˆ N
M
xp1, 0q “ pl1, t1q, p0, 1q “ pt2, l2qy
and the equivalence relation is the one generated by the pairs
(6) pl1 ´ 1, t1q, pt2, l2 ´ 1q.
Using Theorem 2.1 we can affirm that if there exists m P N, m ą 1 such that (1) is satisfied,
then pm,mq´p1, 1q is in the Z-span of the relations given in (6), that is, there exist k1, k2 P Z
such that
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(7)
#
m´ 1 “ k1pl1 ´ 1q ` k2t2
m´ 1 “ k1t1 ` k2pl2 ´ 1q.
Our aim is to find the minimum value of m P N satisfying the system above, if it exists.
We may assume that pli, tiq ‰ p0, 0q for any i “ 1, 2 (otherwise the graph has a sink and
this case has been considered already). There are also some particular cases to consider:
Case 1. pli, tiq “ p1, 0q for any i “ 1, 2. The associated Leavitt path algebra is isomorphic to
Krx, x´1s ˆKrx, x´1s which has IBN.
Case 2. Without loss of generality we may assume pl1, t1q “ p1, 0q but pl2, t2q ‰ p1, 0q. The
graph is
‚u66 ‚
v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt
and the system transforms to#
m´ 1 “ k2t2
m´ 1 “ k2pl2 ´ 1q,
which is the same system as (4). Consequently, the algebra does not have IBN and
has type p1, l2q if and only if t2 “ l2 ´ 1.
Here, we get another class of Leavitt path algebras not having IBN and we note the result
as the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Let K be a field and E be a graph of the form
‚up1q 66 ‚
v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt
where l2 ě 2. Then LKpEq does not have IBN if and only if t2 “ l2 ´ 1. In this case, LKpEq
has type p1, l2q.
Case 3. pli, tiq ‰ p1, 0q for any i “ 1, 2.
Case 3a. If li ´ 1 “ ti for some i. Without loss of generality, assume l1 ´ 1 “ t1. From (7)
we get 0 “ k2pt2 ´ l2 ` 1q.
Case 3a (i). If t2 “ l2´ 1, then we have m´ 1 “ k1t1` k2t2, therefore m´ 1 “ k gcdpt1, t2q
and the minimum solution (in N) is m “ 1 ` gcdpt1, t2q. We get a Leavitt path algebra not
having IBN and of type p1, 1` gcdpt1, t2qq.
We state this result in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4. Let K be a field and E be a graph of the form
‚upt1`1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pt2`1qhh
pt2q
tt
where t1, t2 ě 1. Then LKpEq does not have IBN and has type p1, 1` gcdpt1, t2qq.
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Case 3a (ii). If t2 ‰ l2´1 we have k2 “ 0 and the minimum solution form ism “ 1`t1 “ l1,
which gives a Leavitt path algebra not having IBN and of type p1, l1q.
This case is summarized below.
Lemma 2.5. Let K be a field and E be a graph of the form
‚upt1`1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt
where pl2, t2q ‰ p0, 0q, l2 ´ t2 ‰ 1 and t1 ě 1. Then LKpEq does not have IBN and has type
p1, 1` t1q.
Case 3b. We analyze now the case li ´ 1 ‰ ti for any i.
In what follows we will recall how to solve the following system of equations on Z. Let
a, b, a1, b1, c, c1 P Z be such that at least one of the following elements: a, a1, b, b1 is non zero,
and consider:
(8)
#
c “ ak1 ` bk2
c1 “ a1k1 ` b
1k2.
Without loss in generality we may assume a or a1 is different from zero.
Since a or a1 is nonzero, we may define d :“ gcdpa, a1q, which is nonzero. We know that
there exist s, t P Z such that d “ as` a1t.
Now (8) can be rewritten as the matrix equation
(9)
ˆ
a b
a1 b1
˙ˆ
k1
k2
˙
“
ˆ
c
c1
˙
.
A simple computation shows that the matrix A “
ˆ
s t
´a
1
d
a
d
˙
is invertible with inverseˆ
a
d
´t
a1
d
s
˙
. Multiplying (9) by A on the left hand side we get
(10)
ˆ
d ˚
0 ∆
d
˙ˆ
k1
k2
˙
“ A
ˆ
c
c1
˙
“
ˆ
sc` tc1
´a
1c
d
` ac
1
d
˙
,
where ∆ “ ab1 ´ a1b.
Consequently ∆
d
k2 “
ac1´a1c
d
, implying ∆k2 “ ac
1 ´ a1c. By performing the following sub-
stitutions a “ l1 ´ 1, a
1 “ t1, b “ t2, b
1 “ l2 ´ 1, c “ c
1 “ m ´ 1 ą 0, the last equation
becomes
(11) ∆k2 “ pl1 ´ 1´ t1qpm´ 1q,
where ∆ “ pl1´1qpl2´1q´ t1t2. By swapping the roles of the vertices and following a similar
argument, we get
(12) ∆k1 “ pl2 ´ 1´ t2qpm´ 1q.
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Now we consider the cases that follow, taking into account if ∆ is zero or not.
Case 3b (i). If ∆ “ 0 there is no solution neither for (11) nor (12). Hence the Leavitt path
algebra has IBN and it will be studied later.
Case 3b (ii). If ∆ ‰ 0, using (11) and (12) we get
∆k2
l1 ´ 1´ t1
“ m´ 1 “
∆k1
l2 ´ 1´ t2
.
Consequently we get the equation k1pl1 ´ 1´ t1q “ k2pl2 ´ 1´ t2q, which has solutions. The
minimum values for k1 and k2 are
l2 ´ 1´ t2
gcdpl1 ´ 1´ t1, l2 ´ 1´ t2q
and
l1 ´ 1´ t1
gcdpl1 ´ 1´ t1, l2 ´ 1´ t2q
, respectively.
At this point, to make reference to the graph we are considering, we change the notation and
take ∆E “ ∆ “ pl1 ´ 1qpl2 ´ 1q ´ t1t2 for simplicity, we have
m “ 1`
|∆E |
gcdpl1 ´ 1´ t1, l2 ´ 1´ t2q
.
These computations are summarized in the result that follows.
Lemma 2.6. Let K be a field and E be a graph of the form
‚upl1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt
where pli, tiq ‰ p0, 0q and li´ ti ‰ 1, for i “ 1, 2. Then LKpEq does not have IBN if and only
if ∆E ‰ 0. Moreover, LKpEq has type
´
1, 1`
|∆E |
gcdpl1 ´ 1´ t1, l2 ´ 1´ t2q
¯
.
We collect all the information of Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 in Figure 3. To simplify,
we associate the set
S “ tpl1, t1q, pl2, t2qu
to any two-vertex Leavitt path algebra. All possible Leavitt path algebras not having IBN
are the ones whose associated sets S are listed below:
S Type p1, kq
I
!
p0, 0q, pt2 ` 1, t2q | t2 ě 1
)
k “ 1` t2
II
!
p1, 0q, pt2 ` 1, t2q | t2 ě 1
)
k “ 1` t2
III
!
pt1 ` 1, t1q, pt2 ` 1, t2q | t1, t2 ě 1
)
k “ 1` gcdpt1, t2q
IV
!
pt1 ` 1, t1q, pl2, t2q | pl2, t2q ‰ p0, 0q, l2 ´ t2 ‰ 1, t1 ě 1
)
k “ 1` t1
V
!
pl1, t1q, pl2, t2q |li ´ ti ‰ 1,∆E ‰ 0, for i “ 1, 2
)
k “ 1`
|∆E|
gcdpl1 ´ 1´ t1, l2 ´ 1´ t2q
Figure 3. Invariants (Part I) for two-vertex Leavitt path algebras not having IBN
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3. Computation of K0pLKpEqq
In the previous section we have computed the type of the two-vertex Leavitt path algebras
which do not have IBN. The type is not the only invariant that we must use in order to
classify those algebras. This is why we compute here K0pLKpEqq in the cases that appear in
Figure 3. We will remark that the order of the order unit is related to the type.
Recall that N 1E :“ AE ´ 1
1, where 11 denotes the matrix built from the identity matrix
changing the columns corresponding to sinks by columns of zeros.
Case I. We have S “
!
p0, 0q, pt2 ` 1, t2q | t2 ě 1
)
, whose associated graph E is
‚u ‚v pt2`1qhh
pt2q
tt
Then AE “
ˆ
0 0
t2 t2 ` 1
˙
and N 1E “
ˆ
0 0
t2 t2
˙
. By [14], the Smith normal form of N 1E
is
ˆ
0 0
0 t2
˙
. This implies (as follows by [7, Theorem 4.2]) that K0pLKpEqq is isomorphic to
Zˆ Zt2 .
Case II. Now S “
!
p1, 0q, pt2 ` 1, t2q | t2 ě 1
)
and its associated graph E is
‚u66 ‚
v pt2`1qhh
pt2q
tt
We have AE “
ˆ
1 0
t2 t2 ` 1
˙
and N 1E “
ˆ
0 0
t2 t2
˙
. Again, the Smith normal form of N 1E isˆ
0 0
0 t2
˙
and K0pLKpEqq is isomorphic to Zˆ Zt2 .
Case III. We have S “
!
pt1 ` 1, t1q, pt2 ` 1, t2q | t1, t2 ě 1
)
, whose associated graph E is
‚upt1`1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pt2`1qhh
pt2q
tt
Then, AE “
ˆ
t1 ` 1 t1
t2 t2 ` 1
˙
and N 1E “
ˆ
t1 t1
t2 t2
˙
. The Smith normal form of N 1E isˆ
d 0
0 0
˙
, where d “ gcdpt1, t2q. Therefore K0pLKpEqq is isomorphic to Zˆ Zd.
Case IV. Here S “
!
pt1`1, t1q, pl2, t2q | pl2, t2q ‰ p0, 0q, l2´t2 ‰ 1, t1 ě 1
)
and its associated
graph E is
‚upt1`1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt
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Then, AE “
ˆ
t1 ` 1 t1
t2 l2
˙
and N 1E “
ˆ
t1 t1
t2 l2 ´ 1
˙
. In this case, the Smith normal form of
N 1E is
ˆ
d 0
0 |t1pl2´t2´1q|
d
˙
, where d “ gcdpt1, t2, l2 ´ 1q. Therefore K0pLKpEqq is isomorphic to
Zd ˆ Z |t1pl2´t2´1q|
d
.
Case V. For the final case, S “
!
pl1, t1q, pl2, t2q | ∆E ‰ 0, li ´ ti ‰ 1, for i “ 1, 2
)
and the
associated graph E is as follows
‚upl1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt
In this case, AE “
ˆ
l1 t1
t2 l2
˙
and N 1E “
ˆ
l1 ´ 1 t1
t2 l2 ´ 1
˙
. The Smith normal form of N 1E
is
ˆ
d 0
0 |∆E |
d
˙
, where d “ gcdpl1 ´ 1, t1, l2 ´ 1, t2q. Therefore K0pLKpEqq is isomorphic to
Zd ˆ Z |∆E |
d
.
We will write dE and ∆E to refer to the greatest common divisor of the entries and to the
determinant of N 1E, respectively.
To end this section we remark that the order of r1sE inK0pLKpEqq is n, where p1, 1`nq is the
type of LKpEq. To prove this, take into account the monomorphism from the Grothendieck
group of UpLKpEqq into K0pLKpEqq given in [15, Proposition 2.5], together with the fact that
LKpEq
n`1 – LKpEq (as LKpEq-modules). Observe that in Case IV, t1 divides
∆E
dE
and in Case
V, we have that
|∆E |
gcdpl1 ´ 1´ t1, l2 ´ 1´ t2q
divides
|∆E |
dE
, as expected from [15, Proposition
2.5].
In Figure 4, that summarizes the computation of the K0 groups, we note that K0pLKpEqq
is of the form Z |∆E |
dE
ˆ ZdE in each of the cases.
S Type p1, kq ∆E K0pLKpEqq
I
!
p0, 0q, pt2 ` 1, t2q | t2 ě 1
)
k “ 1` dE 0 ZdE ˆ Z
II
!
p1, 0q, pt2 ` 1, t2q | t2 ě 1
)
k “ 1` dE 0 ZdE ˆ Z
III
!
pt1 ` 1, t1q, pt2 ` 1, t2q | t1, t2 ě 1
)
k “ 1` dE 0 ZdE ˆ Z
IV
!
pt1 ` 1, t1q, pl2, t2q | pl2, t2q ‰ p0, 0q, l2 ´ t2 ‰ 1, t1 ě 1
)
k “ 1` t1 ‰ 0 ZdE ˆ Z |∆E |
dE
V
!
pl1, t1q, pl2, t2q | li ´ ti ‰ 1,∆E ‰ 0, for i “ 1, 2
)
k “ 1`
|∆E |
gcdpl1 ´ 1´ t1, l2 ´ 1´ t2q
‰ 0 ZdE ˆ Z |∆E |
dE
Figure 4. Invariants (Part II) for two-vertex Leavitt path algebras not having IBN
Remark 3.1. Any Leavitt path algebra associated to a graph in Cases I, II, III is not
isomorphic to any Leavitt path algebra in Cases IV or V. Indeed, notice that in Cases I, II
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and III in Figure 4, ∆E “ 0, hence the K0 groups are isomorphic to ZdE ˆ Z. So, in these
cases the K0 group has a torsion-free part while in Cases IV and V the K0 is a torsion group.
4. Classification of Leavitt path algebras not having IBN
In this section we study the isomorphisms between the algebras in the different cases in
Figure 4 following the decision tree. Recall that Pl, Pc and Pec denote the set of all line
points, vertices in cycles with no exits and vertices in extreme cycles of E, respectively. We
will compute the ideals generated by the above sets, namely, IpPcq, IpPlq “ SocpLKpEqq and
IpPecq. Clearly, the socle is invariant under isomorphisms and the ideal IpPcq is proved to be
also invariant under isomorphisms in [9].
We start by proving that IpPecq remains invariant under ring isomorphisms when E is a
finite graph.
Theorem 4.1. Let E be a finite graph. Then the ideal IpPecq is invariant under any ring
isomorphism.
Proof. Assume that E and F are finite graphs and that ϕ : LKpEq Ñ LKpF q is a ring
isomorphism.
Denote by PEec and P
F
ec the hereditary subsets of E
0 and F 0, respectively, consisting of
vertices in extreme cycles in E and F , respectively.
As any isomorphism sends idempotents to idempotents and by [3, Corollary 2.9.11], ϕpIpPEecqq
is a graded ideal (at a first glance it is a graded ring ideal but, taking into account [3, Remark
1.2.11] it is actually a graded algebra ideal). Hence, ϕpIpPEecqq “ IpHq for some hereditary
saturated set H in F . Moreover, H “ F 0 X ϕpIpPEecqq by [3, Theorem 2.4.8].
Take v P H . Since the graph is finite, v has to connect to a line point, to a cycle without
exits, or to an extreme cycle (by [13, Theorem 2.9 (ii)] the ideal of LKpF q generated by the
hereditary set P Flec consisting of line points, vertices in cycles without exits and vertices in
extreme cycles is dense and by [13, Propostion 1.10] we have that IpP Flecq is dense if and only
if every vertex of the graph connects to a vertex in P Flec). We are going to prove that the only
option for v is to connect to an extreme cycle. Assume that v connects to a line point, say w,
or to a cycle without exits, say c. Since H is hereditary, w P H or c0 Ď H . This implies that
IpHq contains a primitive idempotent (see [9, Proposition 5.3]). Since primitive idempotents
are preserved by isomorphisms, this means that IpPEecq contains a primitive idempotent. But
this is a contradiction because of [9, Corollary 4.10], since IpPEecq is purely infinite simple
(by [13, Proposition 2.6]). Applying the (CK2) relation, v is in the ideal IpP Fecq; therefore,
ϕpIpPEecqq Ď IpP
F
ecq. Reasoning in the same way with ϕ
´1 we get ϕ´1pIpP Fecqq Ď IpP
E
ecq,
implying ϕpIpPEecqq “ IpP
F
ecq. 
In the proceeding study we will follow the steps indicated in Figure 1. Note that the
three sets Pl, Pc, Pec will play an important role in the classification of two-vertex Leavitt
path algebras not having IBN. We start by considering the different possibilities for the socle
(non-zero or zero).
4.1. SocpLKpEqq ‰ 0.
From now on we will denote by C the class of Leavitt path algebras with nonzero socle, not
having IBN which are associated to two-vertex graphs.
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Summarizing the information contained in the one-sink case (Subsection 2.1) we get the
lemma that follows, where TypepXq denotes the type of X (in the sense of [3, Definition
1.1.1]).
Lemma 4.2. For every A P C the associated two-vertex graph, say El2, is
‚u ‚v pl2qhh
pl2´1q
tt
with l2 ą 1. Then, SocpAq – M8pKq, A¯ “ A{ SocpAq – Lp1, l2q and the type of A is p1, l2q.
A complete system of invariants for C is the type. Also the quotient algebra is an invariant
for C. More pecisely, for two algebras A and B in C the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) A – B.
(ii) A¯ – B¯.
(iii) TypepAq “ TypepBq.
Proof. Since SocpAq ‰ 0 there must be line-points in El2 , so this graph contains sinks. The
unique graphs of this type which produce a Leavitt path algebra not having IBN are given
in Lemma 2.2. Assume A,B P C. If A – B then A¯ – B¯ since every isomorphism preserves
the socle. Now, if A¯ – B¯, A “ LKpEl2q and B “ LKpEm2q, then we have A¯ – Lp1, l2q and
B¯ “ Lp1, m2q, hence p1, l2q “ TypepLp1, l2qq “ TypepLp1, m2qq “ p1, m2q giving l2 “ m2
hence the underlying graphs are the same and so A “ B. Finally, if TypepAq “ TypepBq,
then, by Lemma 2.2, l2 “ m2 so that A – B. 
4.2. SocpAq “ 0.
We focus our attention on algebras A “ LKpEq with |E
0| “ 2 and SocpAq “ 0. We also
rule out the purely infinite simple case because for this class a system of invariants is well
known: the Franks triple pK0, r1sE, |N
1
E|q (see [2, Corollary 2.7]).
4.2.1. Case 1. Decomposable algebras. Denote by D the class of decomposable Leavitt path
algebras with zero socle, not having IBN and such that their associated graphs have two
vertices.
Lemma 4.3. For every A P D the associated two-vertex graph, say El1,l2, is of the form
‚upl1q 66 ‚
v pl2qhh
with l1, l2 ą 1. Given two graphs El1,l2 and En1,n2, we have LKpEl1,l2q – LKpEn1,n2q if and
only if pl1, l2q “ pn1, n2q or pn2, n1q. Thus, a complete system of invariants for the algebras
A in D is the pair pl1, l2q, where l1, l2 are the types of the unique two graded ideals of A,
considered as algebras.
Proof. Take A P D and let E be the two-vertex graph associated to A. By [11, Theorem
6.5] there must be hereditary saturated nonempty subsets H1, H2 whose union is E
0 “ tu, vu.
Then, necessarily H1 “ tuu andH2 “ tvu, so there is no edge connecting u to v and vice versa.
Thus, E consists of l1 loops based at u and l2 loops based at v. Taking into account Case 3.b
in Subsection 2.2, the necessary and sufficient conditions for A not to have IBN are l1, l2 ą 1.
Suppose A “ LKpEl1,l2q – Lp1, l1q ‘ Lp1, l2q and B “ LKpEn1,n2q – Lp1, n1q ‘ Lp1, n2q are
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in D. The unique proper non-zero graded ideals in A are isomorphic to Lp1, l1q and Lp1, l2q,
while for B they are isomorphic to Lp1, n1q and Lp1, n2q. By [8, Proof of Theorem 5.3] an ideal
is graded if and only if it is generated by idempotents, therefore graded ideals are preserved
by isomorphism. Thus, if A and B are isomorphic, then pl1, l2q “ pn1, n2q or pn2, n1q. 
4.2.2. Case 2. Indecomposable algebras. Let A “ LKpEq be an indecomposable Leavitt path
algebra, where E is a two-vertex graph. Then A can be either purely infinite simple or not.
Case 2.1. Purely infinite simple algebras. For these algebras we can use [2, Corollary 2.7]
which provides an invariant, the Franks triple, for determining the isomorphism classes.
Remark 4.4. Assume E is a finite graph. Then A :“ LKpEq is purely infinite simple if and
only if A is simple and SocpAq “ 0 (see [12, Corolario 3.4.3]).
By [13, Lemma 2.7] the sum of the ideals IpPlq, IpPcq and IpPecq is direct. In fact, since E
is finite, then this sum is a dense ideal in A by [13, Theorem 2.9]. Since A is simple then A
must coincide with IpPlq, with IpPcq or with IpPecq.
Using Remark 4.4 we get that IpPlq “ 0; also IpPcq “ 0 because the algebra is purely
infinite simple; therefore, necessarily A “ IpPecq.
Case 2.2. Non-purely infinite simple algebras.
By Remark 4.4, the non-purely infinite simple Leavitt path algebras in this case are non-
simple.
Case 2.2.1. IpPcq ‰ 0. Notice that there are no sinks and there is a cycle with no exits.
The possibilities are:
‚up1q 66 ‚
v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt
‚u
p1q
44 ‚v
p1q
tt
The Leavitt path algebra associated to the first graph does not have IBN only if t2 “ l2´1 (see
Lemma 2.3), the type of the corresponding Leavitt path algebra is p1, l2q. The Leavitt path
algebra associated to the second graph has IBN, concretely it is isomorphic toM2pKrx, x
´1sq
by [5, Theorem 3.3]. So the type is again a sufficient invariant to determine the isomorphism
classes in this case.
Case 2.2.2. IpPcq “ 0. By [13, Proposition 1.10 and Theorem 2.9 (ii)] we have that in a
finite graph any vertex connects either to a sink or to a cycle without exits or to an extreme
cycle. Since there are no sinks and no cycles without exits, any vertex connects to an extreme
cycle. Hence IpPecq ‰ 0. Moreover, as IpPecq is purely infinite simple (see [13, Proposition
2.6]), it has to be a proper ideal of LKpEq. We see that the only possible graph is of the form:
‚upl1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
with l2 ą 1, as any cycle should have an exit. Also t1 ě 1, otherwise the algebra would be
decomposable. Moreover, l1 ě 1 because if l1 “ 0 then the Leavitt path algebra would be
simple (by [4, 3.11 Theorem]), a contradiction as we are assuming that the algebra is non-
simple. Furthermore, if l1 “ 1 the algebra would have IBN by Lemma 2.6 because ∆E “ 0
in this case, so we have to assume l1 ě 2.
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To convince the reader that we have completed the decision tree we just point out that
Pec ‰ H because every vertex connects to one vertex in Pl \ Pc \ Pec and, in our case, only
Pec survives.
We summarize all the data of this section in Figure 5. The order in which the graphs
appear in the table below corresponds to the order in which the cases have been studied in
the decision tree.
Decomposable PIS Graph IpPlq IpPcq IpPecq LKpEq{IpPlecq
I NO NO ‚u ‚v pt2`1qhh
pt2q
tt with t2 ě 1 M8pKq 0 0 Lp1, t2 ` 1q
V(a) YES NO ‚upl1q 66 ‚
v pl2qhh
l1, l2 ě 2 0 0
2À
i“1
Lp1, liq 0
III NO YES ‚upt1`1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pt2`1qhh
pt2q
tt t1, t2 ě 1 0 0 LKpEq 0
IV(a) NO YES ‚upt1`1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt l2 ´ t2 ‰ 1; t1, t2 ě 1 0 0 LKpEq 0
V(c) NO YES ‚u
pt1q
44 ‚v
pt2q
tt t1, t2 ‰ 0; t1 ě 2 or t2 ě 2 0 0 LKpEq 0
V(d) NO YES ‚upl1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v
pt2q
tt l1, t1, t2 ě 1; l1 ´ t1 ‰ 1 0 0 LKpEq 0
V(e) NO YES ‚u
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
t1 ě 1; l2 ě 2 0 0 Mt1`1pLKp1, l2qq 0
V(f) NO YES ‚upl1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt ∆E ‰ 0; li, ti ě 1; li ´ ti ‰ 1, for i “ 1, 2 0 0 LKpEq 0
II NO NO ‚up1q 66 ‚
v pt2`1qhh
pt2q
tt with t2 ě 1 0 M8pKrx, x
´1sq 0 Lp1, t2 ` 1q
IV(b)-V(b) NO NO ‚upl1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
with l1, l2 ě 2; t1 ě 1 0 0 M8pLKp1, l2qq Lp1, l1q
Figure 5. Invariants (Part III) for two-vertex Leavitt path algebras not having IBN
The cases appearing in this table follow from the cases in Figure 4. We call Case IV (a) to
Case IV in Figure 4 for t2 ‰ 0, Case IV (b) is Case IV in Figure 4 for t2 “ 0, and Case V(b)
is Case V in Figure 4 for t2 “ 0, l1, l2 ě 2.
We justify that Cases IV(b) and V(b) are isomorphic. Any graph E in Case IV(b) is as
follows:
‚upt1`1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
where l2, t1 P N, l2 ě 2. Now, consider the graph F
‚upt1`1q 66
psq
44 ‚v pl2qhh
where s “ pl2 ´ 1q ` t1 and ∆F “ t1pl2 ´ 1q ‰ 0, which is in Case V(b). Note that E is
produced by a shift move from F and by Theorem 1.1 the Leavitt path algebras LKpEq and
LKpF q are isomorphic. Therefore, it is enough to find the isomorphism classes in Case V(b).
In what follows we are going to compare Cases V(c) and V(d) to V(e).
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Take any graph from V(c),
E : ‚u
pt1q
44 ‚v
pt2q
tt
where t1 ě 2 or t2 ě 2 and without loss of generality t1 ě t2.
Consider the graph
F : ‚u
pt1q
44 ‚v pt1t2qhh
which is in V(e). It can be transformed into the graph E via consecutive t2-many shift moves
of s´1puq Ñ s´1pvq. By Theorem 1.1, the Leavitt path algebras LKpEq and LKpF q are
isomorphic.
Take any graph from V(d), for example:
E : ‚u
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt
where l2 ´ t2 ‰ 1.
The graph
F : ‚u
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2`t1t2qhh
which is in V(e), can be transformed into the graph E via consecutive t2-many shift moves of
s´1puq Ñ s´1pvq. Again, by Theorem 1.1, the Leavitt path algebras LKpEq and LKpF q are
isomorphic. Thus, in Figure 5 we may eliminate the rows corresponding to the cases V(c)
and V(d).
Any graph from V(e) produces a Leavitt path algebra isomorphic to Mt1`1pLp1, l2qq. Take
a graph E in Case V(e):
‚u
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
where t1 ě 1, l2 ě 2. Since E is an l2-rose comet, by [3, Proposition 2.2.19 ] LKpEq –
Mt1`1pLp1, l2qq.
The previous reasoning, as well as the table that follows will allow to refine Figure 5.
Recall that the Betti number of a finitely generated abelian group G, denoted by BpGq is
the dimension (as a Z-module) of the free part of G.
In Figure 6, an entry 1 or 0 in the first and the second columns will mean that PlpEq and
PcpEq are non-empty or empty, respectively. In the third column an entry 1 will mean that
the Leavitt path algebra is decomposable, while 0 will stand for the opposite. An entry 1 in
the PIS column stands for a Leavitt path algebra which is purely infinite simple. An entry
1 in the BpK0q column represents the Betti number of the K0 of the corresponding Leavitt
path algebra.
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Pl Pc Dec PIS BpK0q
1 0 0 0 1 I
0 1 0 0 1 II
0 0 1 0 0 V(a)
0 0 0 1 1 III
0 0 0 1 0 IV(a), V(e), V(f)
0 0 0 0 0 V(b)
Figure 6. Non-IBN cases
Decomposable PIS Graph IpPlq IpPcq IpPecq LKpEq{IpPlecq
I NO NO ‚u ‚v pt2`1qhh
pt2q
tt with t2 ě 1 M8pKq 0 0 Lp1, t2 ` 1q
V(a) YES NO ‚upl1q 66 ‚
v pl2qhh
l1, l2 ě 2 0 0 ‘
2
i“1Lp1, liq 0
III NO YES ‚upt1`1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pt2`1qhh
pt2q
tt t1, t2 ě 1 0 0 LKpEq 0
IV(a) NO YES ‚upt1`1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt l2 ´ t2 ‰ 1; t1, t2 ě 1 0 0 LKpEq 0
V(e) NO YES ‚u
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
t1 ě 1; l2 ě 2 0 0 Mt1`1pLKp1, l2qq 0
V(f) NO YES ‚upl1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt ∆E ‰ 0; li, ti ě 1; li ´ ti ‰ 1, for i “ 1, 2 0 0 LKpEq 0
II NO NO ‚up1q 66 ‚
v pt2`1qhh
pt2q
tt with t2 ě 1 0 M8pKrx, x
´1sq 0 Lp1, t2 ` 1q
V(b) NO NO ‚upl1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
with l1, l2 ě 2; t1 ě 1; l1 ´ t1 ‰ 1 0 0 M8pLKp1, l2qq Lp1, l1q
Figure 7. Invariants (Part III bis) for two-vertex Leavitt path algebras not
having IBN
Remark 4.5. There is an overlap in Cases IV(a), V(e) and V(f). Consider, for example, the
graphs
E : ‚up2q 66
p2q
44 ‚v p1qhh
p1q
tt
F : ‚u
p2q
44 ‚v p3qhh G : ‚
up3q
66
p2q
44 ‚v p1qhh
p1q
tt
We have that E, F and G are in cases IV(a), V(e) and V(f), respectively, and the corre-
sponding Leavitt path algebras are isomorphic (via shift moves).
We state the main result for Leavitt path algebras not having IBN under consideration.
Theorem 4.6. Let E be a finite graph with two-vertices whose Leavitt path algebra LKpEq
does not have IBN. Then, LKpEq is isomorphic to a Leavitt path algebra whose associated
graph is
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(i) in Case I, if and only if PlpEq ‰ H (which implies PcpEq “ H, PecpEq “ H, LKpEq
is neither decomposable nor purely infinite simple and BpK0pLKpEqqq “ 1). Any two
Leavitt path algebras in this situation are isomorphic if and only if their types are the
same.
(ii) in Case II, if and only if PcpEq ‰ H (which implies PlpEq “ H, PecpEq “ H, LKpEq
is neither decomposable nor purely infinite simple and BpK0pLKpEqqq “ 1). Any two
Leavitt path algebras in this situation are isomorphic if and only if their types are the
same.
(iii) in Case V(a) if and only if LKpEq is decomposable (which implies PlpEq “ H, PcpEq “
H, PecpEq ‰ H, LKpEq is not purely infinite simple and BpK0pLKpEqqq “ 0). Any two
Leavitt path algebras in this situation are isomorphic if and only if the sets of the types
of the non-zero proper ideals coincide.
(iv) in Case III if and only if LKpEq is purely infinite simple and BpK0pLKpEqqq “ 1 (which
implies PlpEq “ H, PcpEq “ H, PecpEq ‰ H). Any two Leavitt path algebras in this
situation whose associated graphs have S “ tpt1`1, t1q, pt2`1, t2qu, S
1 “ tpt1
1
`1, t1
1
q, pt1
2
`
1, t1
2
qu are isomorphic if and only if gcdpt1, t2q “ gcdpt
1
1
, t1
2
q.
(v) in Cases IV(a), V(e) or V(f) if and only if the Leavitt path algebra LKpEq is purely
infinite simple and BpK0pLKpEqqq “ 0 (which implies PlpEq “ H, PcpEq “ H,
PecpEq ‰ H). Any two Leavitt path algebras in this situation whose Franks triples
coincide are isomorphic. On the other hand, if two Leavitt path algebras in these cases
are isomorphic, then their Franks triples coincide up to the sign of the determinant.
(vi) in Case V(b) if and only if PlpEq “ H, PcpEq “ H (which implies Pec ‰ H), LKpEq is
neither decomposable nor purely infinite simple and BpK0pLKpEqqq “ 0. Any two Leavitt
path algebras in this situation whose associated graphs E and F are in Case V(b) which
are isomorphic must satisfy dE “ dF and gcdpl1´ 1´ t1, l2´ 1q “ gcdpl1´ 1´ t
1
1
, l2´ 1q.
Proof. By looking at Figures 6 and 7 we can distinguish the different cases that appear in
the statement.
Now we study isomorphisms within each case. Consider a graph E in either Case I or Case
II. Since LKpEq{IpPlecq is determined by t2, which is the only variable of the graph, each
graph in these cases produces a non-isomorphic Leavitt path algebra. Similarly, any graph
in Case V(a) produces a distinct isomorphism class by Lemma 4.3. Let us study the graphs
in Case III. Consider E to be the graph with SE “ tpt1 ` 1, t1q, pt2 ` 1, t2qu, and F to be
the graph with SF “ tpn ` 1, nq, pn ` 1, nqu, where n :“ gcdpt1, t2q. Then K0pLKpEqq and
K0pLKpF qq are both isomorphic to Zˆ Zn and there is an isomorphism from K0pLKpEqq to
K0pLKpF qq sending r1sE to r1sF , which are both mapped to p0, 1¯q in Zˆ Zn. Moreover, the
determinants agree: ∆E “ ∆F “ 0. So, by [2, Corollary 2.7], LKpEq is ring isomorphic to
LKpF q. Since the center of LKpEq is isomorphic to K because the Leavitt path algebra is
unital and purely infinite simple (see, for example [13, Theorem 3.7] and [10, Theorem 4.2]),
we may apply Proposition 1.2 to get that there is an algebra isomorphism from LKpEq to
LKpF q. Therefore, for any positive integer n, the graph with S “ tpn ` 1, nq, pn ` 1, nqu
produces an algebra isomorphism class.
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Consider any two graphs E, F in Case V(b) such that LKpEq – LKpF q, where
E : ‚upl1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh F : ‚
upl1
1
q
66
pt1
1
q
44 ‚v pl12qhh
with t1, t
1
1
ě 1; l1, l2, l
1
2
, l1
1
ě 2.
Recall that IpPEecq is isomorphic toM8pLKp1, l2qq and IpP
F
ecq is isomorphic toM8pLKp1, l
1
2
qq.
The unique proper nonzero graded ideals in LKpEq and LKpF q are IpP
E
ecq and IpP
F
ecq, respec-
tively (because in both graphs, the only proper nontrivial hereditary and saturated subset
is tvu). We know, by [8, Proof of the Theorem 5.3], that an ideal in a Leavitt path al-
gebra is graded if and only if it is generated by idempotents. Therefore, graded ideals
are preserved by isomorphisms. Thus, if LKpEq and LKpF q are isomorphic, by Theorem
4.1 the isomorphism maps IpPEecq to IpP
F
ecq. By Proposition 1.4 we get l2 “ l
1
2. Moreover
Lp1, l1q – LKpEq{IpP
E
ecq – LKpF q{IpP
F
ecq – Lp1, l
1
1
q, which implies l1 “ l
1
1
.
Note also that t1 “ pl2 ´ 1qq ` r for some q P N and 0 ă r ď l2 ´ 1. Observe that by
applying successively shift moves to E, we produce G, where
E : ‚upl1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh G : ‚
upl1q 66
prq
44 ‚v pl2qhh
By Theorem 1.1, LKpEq is isomorphic to LKpGq. Hence, to find the isomorphism classes in
Case V(b), it is enough to consider the graphs:
E : ‚upl1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh F : ‚
upl1q 66
pt1
1
q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
where 1 ď t1, t
1
1 ď l2 ´ 1. Now, ∆E “ |∆E | “ |∆F | “ ∆F .
If dE ‰ dF , then K0pLKpEqq is not isomorphic to K0pLKpF qq, and LKpEq cannot be
isomorphic to LKpF q.
If dE “ dF and gcdpl1 ´ 1 ´ t1, l2 ´ 1q ‰ gcdpl1 ´ 1 ´ t
1
1
, l2 ´ 1q, then LKpEq cannot be
isomorphic to LKpF q as they have different types. 
Remark 4.7. We do not know if the converse of (vi) in Theorem 4.6 is true or not. Take E
and F as in Case V(b). If dE “ dF and gcdpl1 ´ 1´ t1, l2 ´ 1q “ gcdpl1 ´ 1´ t
1
1, l2 ´ 1q, then
both the type and the K0 groups are the same. Moreover, when the Leavitt path algebras
have type p1, n` 1q, the order unit will be an element of order n. But we do not know if this
implies that the Leavitt path algebras LKpEq and LKpF q are isomorphic or not. Note that
the graphs of this form do not produce purely infinite simple Leavitt path algebras, hence we
cannot use the algebraic Kirchberg-Philips Theorems.
We illustrate that there are graphs in Case V(b) such that some of them produce Leavitt
path algebras which are not isomorphic while others produce Leavitt path algebras for which
we cannot say whether they are isomorphic or not.
Example 4.8. Consider the three graphs that follow.
‚u4 66 ‚
v
2hh
1
tt
‚u4 66 ‚
v
2hh
2
tt
‚u4 66 ‚
v
2hh
3
tt
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The first one produces a Leavitt path algebra of type p1, 2q whereas both, the second and
the third graphs, produce Leavitt path algebras of type p1, 4q such that their K0 groups are
Z3.
‚u4 66 ‚
v
2hh
2
tt
‚u4 66 ‚
v
2hh
3
tt
It is an open question (at least for the authors of this paper) if the Leavitt path algebras
associated to the graphs in Example 4.8 are isomorphic. However, we have studied if they
are graded isomorphic, and the answer is no.
Example 4.9. Consider the graphs that follow.
‚u5 66 ‚
v
2hh
1
tt
‚u5 66 ‚
v
2hh
2
tt
‚u5 66 ‚
v
2hh
3
tt
‚u5 66 ‚
v
2hh
4
tt
The first one produces a Leavitt path algebra of type p1, 2q, and the third graph produces
a Leavitt path algebra of type p1, 3q. Also, the second and the fourth graphs, both produce
Leavitt path algebras of type p1, 5q, and their K0 groups are the same. It is an open question
whether the following graphs give rise to isomorphic Leavitt path algebras:
‚u5 66 ‚
v
2hh
2
tt
‚u5 66 ‚
v
2hh
4
tt
5. Classification of Leavitt path algebras having IBN
In the previous section we have classified the Leavitt path algebras not having IBN. Now
we complete the classification of Leavitt path algebras associated to finite graphs having two
vertices by describing Leavitt path algebras having IBN. We list them in the same order of
dichotomies outlined in Figure 1. The invariant ideals of the families of Leavitt path algebras
having IBN are summarized in Figure 8.
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DEC PIS Graph IpPlq IpPcq IpPecq LKpEq{I
A1 YES NO ‚u ‚v K ˆK 0 0 0
A2 YES NO ‚u ‚v p1qhh K Krx, x
´1s 0 0
A3 YES NO ‚u ‚v pl2qhh
l2 ě 2 K 0 Lp1, l2q 0
A4 NO NO ‚u ‚v
pt2q
tt t2 ě 1 Mt2`1pKq 0 0 0
A5 NO NO ‚u ‚v p1qhh
pt2q
tt t2 ě 1 M8pKq 0 0 Krx, x
´1s
A6 NO NO ‚u ‚v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt l2 ´ t2 ‰ 1; l2 ą 1; t2 ě 1 M8pKq 0 0 Lp1, l2q
A7 YES NO ‚up1q 66 ‚
v p1q
hh
0 Krx, x´1s ˆKrx, x´1s 0 0
A8 YES NO ‚up1q 66 ‚
v pl2qhh
l2 ě 2 0 Krx, x
´1s Lp1, l2q 0
A9 NO NO ‚up1q 66 ‚
v
pt2q
tt t2 ě 1 0 Mt2`1pKrx, x
´1sq 0 0
A10 NO NO ‚up1q 66 ‚
v
pt2q
tt
p1q
hh
t2 ě 1 0 M8pKrx, x
´1sq 0 Krx, x´1s
A11 NO NO ‚up1q 66 ‚
v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt l2 ´ t2 ‰ 1; l2 ě 2, t2 ě 1 0 M8pKrx, x
´1sq 0 Lp1, l2q
A12 NO NO ‚u
p1q
44 ‚v
p1q
tt 0 M2pKrx, x
´1sq 0 0
A13 NO NO ‚up1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
l2 ě 2; t1 ě 1 0 0 M8pLp1, l2qq Krx, x
´1s
A14 NO YES ‚upl1q 66
pt1q
44 ‚v pl2qhh
pt2q
tt ∆E “ 0 0 0 LKpEq 0
li ´ ti ‰ 1; ti, li ě 1, i “ 1, 2
Figure 8. Invariants for two-vertex Leavitt path algebras having IBN
In a Leavitt path algebra having IBN, clearly the order of the order unit r1sE will be infinite
and hence K0 contains an infinite subgroup. We now compute the K0 groups of each family.
Note that K0 is isomorphic to ZˆZdE , where dE is the greatest common divisor of the entries
of the matrix N 1E and ∆E is 0 in all the families A1-A14.
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AE 1
1
E N
1
E K0
A1
ˆ
0 0
0 0
˙ ˆ
0 0
0 0
˙ ˆ
0 0
0 0
˙
Zˆ Z
A2
ˆ
0 0
0 1
˙ ˆ
0 0
0 1
˙ ˆ
0 0
0 0
˙
Zˆ Z
A3
ˆ
0 0
0 l2
˙ ˆ
0 0
0 1
˙ ˆ
0 0
0 l2 ´ 1
˙
Zˆ Zl2´1
A4
ˆ
0 0
t2 0
˙ ˆ
0 0
0 1
˙ ˆ
0 0
t2 ´1
˙
Z
A5
ˆ
0 0
t2 1
˙ ˆ
0 0
0 1
˙ ˆ
0 0
t2 0
˙
Zˆ Zt2
A6
ˆ
0 0
t2 l2
˙ ˆ
0 0
0 1
˙ ˆ
0 0
t2 l2 ´ 1
˙
Zˆ Zgcdpt2,l2´1q
A7
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙ ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙ ˆ
0 0
0 0
˙
Zˆ Z
AE 1
1
E N
1
E K0
A8
ˆ
1 0
0 l2
˙ ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙ ˆ
0 0
0 l2 ´ 1
˙
Zˆ Zl2´1
A9
ˆ
1 0
t2 0
˙ ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙ ˆ
0 0
t2 ´1
˙
Z
A10
ˆ
1 0
t2 1
˙ ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙ ˆ
0 0
t2 0
˙
Zˆ Zt2
A11
ˆ
1 0
t2 l2
˙ ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙ ˆ
0 0
t2 l2 ´ 1
˙
Zˆ Zgcdpt2,l2´1q
A12
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙ ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙ ˆ
´1 1
1 ´1
˙
Z
A13
ˆ
1 t1
0 l2
˙ ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙ ˆ
0 t1
0 l2 ´ 1
˙
Zˆ Zgcdpt1,l2´1q
A14
ˆ
l1 t1
t2 l2
˙ ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙ ˆ
l1 ´ 1 t1
t2 l2 ´ 1
˙
Zˆ ZdE
Figure 9. K0 for two-vertex Leavitt path algebras having IBN
By looking at the invariants in Figure 8, it is easily deducible that two Leavitt path algebras
whose graphs are in different families from A1 through A14 are non-isomophic. Now, we study
the isomorphisms within the Leavitt path algebras in each family. Every graph in A1, A2,
A3, A4, A7, A8, A9 and A12 produces a unique Leavitt path algebra which is not isomorphic
to any other. By looking at Figure 9, the K0 group in the classes A5 and A10 is ZˆZt2 and
each graph produce a distinct isomorphism class again.
In A6 and A11, the Leavitt path algebra LKpEq{IpPlecq is isomorphic to Lp1, l2q this assures
that any two graphs from the same family giving rise to isomorphic Leavitt path algebras
must have the same l2. By looking at Figure 9, for distinct t2, t
1
2
, with l2 ´ t2, l2 ´ t
1
2
‰ 1,
if gcdpt2, l2 ´ 1q ‰ gcdpt
1
2
, l2 ´ 1q, the K0 groups are non-isomorphic, hence they produce
different isomorphism classes. However, if gcdpt2, l2 ´ 1q “ gcdpt
1
2, l2 ´ 1q, then we do not
know whether the corresponding graphs produce isomorphic Leavitt path algebras.
In the group A13, similarly, the invariant ideal IpPecq of LKpEq is isomorphic toM8pLp1, l2qq
and hence any two graphs in this group having isomorphic Leavitt path algebras will have
the same l2, by Proposition 1.4. For distinct t1, t
1
1
, if gcdpt1, l2 ´ 1q ‰ gcdpt
1
1
, l2 ´ 1q, the
K0 groups are non-isomorphic, hence producing different isomorphism classes. However, if
gcdpt1, l2´1q “ gcdpt
1
1
, l2´1q, then we do not know whether the corresponding graphs produce
isomorphic Leavitt path algebras.
The family A14 contains Leavitt path algebras having IBN that are purely infinite simple.
For any Leavitt path algebra LKpEq, where E is in the family A14, ∆E “ 0, so the Franks
triple determines when the graphs belonging to A14 induce isomorphic Leavitt path algebras.
Now, we can state the following theorem, that we have proved above.
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Theorem 5.1. Let E be a finite graph with two-vertices whose Leavitt path algebra LKpEq
has IBN. Then, LKpEq is isomorphic to a Leavitt path algebra whose associated graph is one
in Cases A1-A14. Moreover:
(i) In each of the Cases A1, A2, A7 and A12 the Leavitt path algebra is isomorphic to
K ˆK, K ˆKrx, x´1s, Krx, x´1s ˆKrx, x´1s and M2pKrx, x
´1sq, respectively.
(ii) In Case A3 the Leavitt path algebra is isomorphic to K ˆ Lp1, l2q. Two Leavitt path
algebras K ˆ Lp1, l2q and K ˆ Lp1, l
1
2q are isomorphic if and only if l2 “ l
1
2.
(iii) In Case A4 the Leavitt path algebra is isomorphic to Mt2`1pKq. Two Leavitt path
algebras Mt2`1pKq and Mt12`1pKq are isomorphic if and only if t2 “ t
1
2
.
(iv) In Cases A5 and A10, the Leavitt path algebras are determined by their K0 groups.
(v) For every graph in Case A8 the associated Leavitt path algebra is decomposable and
isomorphic to Krx, x´1s ˆ Lp1, l2q, for l2 ě 2. The isomorphisms are determined by the
value of l2.
(vi) In Case A9 the associated Leavitt path algebra is isomorphic to Mt2`1pKrx, x
´1sq. The
isomorphisms are determined by t2.
(vii) In Case A14 the associated Leavitt path algebra is purely infinite simple (in fact, it is
the only one purely infinite simple having IBN). Two Leavitt path algebras associated to
graphs in this case are isomorphic if and only if their Franks triples coincide because the
determinant is zero.
(viii) In Cases A6, A11 and A13 two different graphs E and F with dE ‰ dF give rise to
non-isomorphic Leavitt path algebras.
We conclude this paper with the following open question which will complete the full
classification if answered either affirmative or negative.
Question 5.2. Given any two graphs E and F with dE “ dF , either in the same family C,
where C P tA6, A11, A13u, or in the family of V(b), with associated sets SE “ tpl1, t1q, pl2, 0qu
and SF “ tpl1, t
1
1
q, pl2, 0qu having gcdpl1 ´ 1 ´ t1, l2 ´ 1q “ gcdpl1 ´ 1 ´ t
1
1
, l2 ´ 1q, are the
Leavitt path algebras LKpEq and LKpF q isomorphic?
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